Could leukemia be stopped before it starts?
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says Armstrong.
Early intervention for acute myeloid leukemia
The researchers worked with mice that had the first
hit, a mutation in the gene DNMT3A that is
associated with CHIP. When they introduced the
second hit, a mutation in the gene NPM1, the mice
went on to develop leukemia. But if these mice
were treated early with a compound called
VTP-50469, the premalignant blood cells stopped
multiplying and leukemia never developed. There
were no apparent toxic effects.
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Acute myeloid leukemia (AML), a blood cancer
affecting both adults and children, requires more
than one genetic "hit" to develop. As we age, many
of us acquire a mutation that enables certain of our
blood cells to multiply faster than others, forming
their own distinct population. This first hit, known
as "clonal hematopoiesis of indeterminate
potential," or CHIP, isn't necessarily harmful.

"We eradicated the cells that would ultimately
become leukemia cells," says Armstrong. "This is
one of first times we've had a molecule that's
effective and can act selectively on preleukemic
cells rather than normal cells. We treated the mice
for many weeks, and they're just fine."

But if a second hit comes that makes those cells
malignant, "it's essentially a guarantee you will get
leukemia in the not-too-distant future," says Scott
Armstrong, MD, Ph.D., president of the DanaFarber/Boston Children's Cancer and Blood
Disorders Center. The result is a rapid buildup of
immature, dysfunctional blood cells.
In new research, Armstrong and his colleagues
suggest that interfering with this second hit, using
a compound that is in preclinical studies and
appears so far to be safe, could prevent AML
before it gets started. Their study was published
last week in Science.
"The idea is that you would screen people and
follow those who have clonal hematopoiesis, and
treat people who develop the second mutation,"
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Learning from infant leukemias
VTP-50469 came out of earlier research by
Armstrong and colleagues on rare, high-risk infant
leukemias known as MLL-rearranged leukemias.
The compound targets a complex of proteins that
join together and turn on the genes driving the
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leukemia. VTP-50469 disrupts two proteins in this
complex, Menin and MLL, and the complex falls
apart, so the leukemia genes turn off.
In the infant leukemia study, done in mice and
leukemia cell lines, VTP-50469 treatment led to
sharp decreases in the number of leukemia cells,
and, in some animals, remission of the cancer.
Normal blood cells were unharmed.
"It also turns out that more common adult
leukemias are using these same mechanisms,"
says Armstrong.
A close cousin of VTP-50469 is now in clinical trials
in adults with relapsed AML, and Armstrong hopes
to see a similar trial launched in children with AML
this year.
A model for preventive care?
While screening everyone over a certain age for
clonal hematopoiesis may not be practical yet, one
could imagine screening people who are thought to
be at heightened risk for AML, such as those who
have had chemotherapy before, or in whom
problems in the blood system are suspected.
The same preventive care concept could potentially
also apply to other cancers that involve multiple
hits, Armstrong believes.
"You need to know which mutations are important,
and the order of the mutations, and you need to
have a drug that's relatively nontoxic, since you're
talking about a patient that, at that time, isn't sick,"
he says. "If you have a molecule that targets one of
the early mutations, that's really the holy grail:
being able to intervene early in the cancer
development process."
More information: Hannah J. Uckelmann et al.
Therapeutic targeting of preleukemia cells in a
mouse model of NPM1 mutant acute myeloid
leukemia, Science (2020). DOI:
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